
 

STAY  CONNECTED... 

TVEA and its membership made history this fall in that for the first time ever we had all three of our  

recommended school board candidates elected in a competitive race.   

Chaparral High parent and current President of the CHS Education Foundation Barbara Brosch was a  

runaway winner in the first ever election in Trustee Area 3 while Abby Reinke Elementary parent and local 

financial planner Adam Skumawitz defeated three opponents in Trustee Area 4, including incumbent Kevin 

Hill.   Former Temecula teacher and TVEA member Sandy Hinkson garnered a convincing reelection win 

over a strong challenger in Cheryl Eckard.  

These three winners will serve a term from December 2018- December 2022.  They join Lee Darling in  

Trustee Area 1 and Kristi-Rutz Robbins in District 5.  There will be elections in fall 2020 for these two seats 

with those election serving a term from 2020-2024.  

Here are the official results from the Riverside County Registrar of Voters: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Temecula Valley Unified School District, TA 2 10/10 100.00% 

  Vote Count Percent 

SANDY HINKSON 5,214 58.98% 

CHERYL ECKARD 3,626 41.02% 

Total 8,840 100.00% 

Temecula Valley Unified School District, TA 3  23/23 100.00% 

  Vote Count Percent 

DOMINIC CARCIOPPOLO, III 1,350 16.02% 

RONALD L. PRENTICE 1,688 20.04% 

VERONICA GODINA 1,427 16.94% 

BARBARA BROSCH 3,960 47.00% 

Total 8,425 100.00% 

Temecula Valley Unified School District, TA 4 20/20 100.00% 

  Vote Count Percent 

KEVIN S. HILL 2,182 24.31% 

DIAN MARTIN 2,707 30.16% 

ADAM SKUMAWITZ 3,097 34.51% 

RYAN A. BLAIR 988 11.01% 

Total 8,974 100.00% 

ELECTION SWEEP 



 
“A NEW YEAR MEANS AN  

OPPORTUNITY TO REVIEW AND 

PRACTICE RENEWAL OF OUR  

EFFORTS”  

TVEA MEMBER ENGAGEMENT SUMMIT, JANUARY 2019 

Happy New Year!  The calendar is moving right along 

and with a short month of February, spring and  

sunshine will be upon us! We brought a team of TVEA stakeholders together on 

January 15th for our first ever TVEA Member Engagement Summit.  Our intent 

was to evaluate our efforts in communicating with members and how we will 

seek to evolve as we move forward. Member Engagement is an ongoing  

concept and we at TVEA are committed to being effective in this area.  

 

We came to consensus on three (3) descriptors that our team agreed to as over-

arching principles of Member Engagement- 1) Purposeful, 2) Targeted,  

3) Personalized.  We should have a purpose in everything we do.  We don’t want 

to send you information just for the sake of letting you know we are your  

employee organization.  If we come to your site for a meeting or widescale “Site 

Visit Blitz, we have specific feedback we are seeking. We will continue to  

approach our membership in groups such as instructional levels and job titles. 

Wiith 1360 members, there is much diversity and one size does not fit all. We 

also have an interest in cultivating communication and recognition for such 

groups as New Members, TVUSD Alumni, etc.  Our communication should be 

personalized in that it must be about member perspective and needs.  It should 

have a two-way component and the opportunity for feedback.  

 

While we certainly have ideological and political differences among members, 

what unites us is that we are educators and entered this profession because we 

believe a solid public education makes our community and larger society better.  

We will seek to emphasize our pride as public educators who make a difference! 

 

I would like to thank the participants in our first 

ever TVEA Member Engagement Summit: Erin 

Andrade (GOHS), Kerri Bodemer (TES), Edgar 

Diaz (GMS) Brian Eldridge (CTA Staff), Amy 

Eytchison (TES), Belisa Guerrero (TLES),  

Calah Hurd (PVES), Lisa Sisco (TVEA Office 

Manager), Alan Underwood (VRMS), Jamie 

Vaughn (AES), and  Melissa Young (PVES).  

 

Our 2019 Member Engagement Summit was an invigorating day for team  

building and large-scale planning. We had a great combination of veteran hands 

and some first- time members to participate in our session. We at TVEA realize 

our efforts to have meaningful communication with you are ongoing and    

embrace the challenges associated with effective communication.  Your  

feedback or suggestions are always welcome as part of the ongoing Member  

Engagement process.  

 

CTA ISSUES CONFERENCE  

PROVIDES INSIGHT INTO 2019-2020  

GOVERNOR’S STATE BUDGET  

PROPOSAL FOR EDUCATION  

- JEFF KINGSBERG 

I attended the CTA Issues Conference in Las Vegas 

last weekend from January 18-20, 2019.  While the 

sessions on Organizing and Bargaining had some  

interesting nuggets, the most insightful session was 

titled “State of the State Budget”, which was presented 

by Angela Su, a well-respected staff member in the 

field of advising CTA Negotiations and Organizational 

Development on fiscal matters. 

Newly elected Governor Gavin Newsom made his  

initial State Budget Proposal on January 10th. While it 

is just that- a proposal as there will be a “May Revise” 

before the California Legislature seeks to approve the 

budget in June, his proposal shows a potentially  

positive outlook for public education.  

Newsom has suggested some extra funds in a couple 

of areas which could address broad needs in  

California:  Early Childhood Programs and Special 

Education.  In a departure from previous Governor 

Jerry Brown, Newsom is not proposing any  

discretionary one-tine monies for K-12 education.  

While Governor Brown and the California Legislature 

fully funded the Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF) 

in June 2018 for the 18-19 Budget Cycle, a healthy 

state economy points to two bright spots in 2019-20:  

1) An increased proposed percentage to the Cost of 

Living Adjustment to the LCFF (From 2.57% to 3.46 %) 

and 2) A modest reduction in the burden that California 

School Districts will have toward financing the  

California State Teachers Retirement System (STRS). 

The employer contribution is expected to be reduced in 

2019-20 from 18.13% to 17.1 % ( -1.03%) and from 

19.1 in 2020-21 to 18.1 ( -1%).  Angela Su shared that 

for the current budget year this should formula to a 

reduction of 0.8% of salary and benefits obligation to 

California districts. 

TVEA has an Ad Hoc Budget Committee which meets 

with TVUSD and will be discussing these and other 

fiscal developments on February 11th in a rescheduled 

meeting.  This committee works with the TVUSD team 

to seek a salary and benefits recommendation to the 

Negotiations teams to facilitate the bargaining process. 



 

UPCOMING SCHOOL BOARD MEETINGS:   

One of the best ways to participate and stay informed of District issues is to attend a School Board Meeting. The last three meetings 

(Nov-Jan) a significant number of TVEA members attended with Elementary Teachers speaking to the issues of Time and Safety.  Our 

opportunity to influence policy is stronger than ever through attending and participating. Please consider attending tonight and/or at 

another of the following meetings leading up to Spring Break: 

February 5          February 19         March 5        March 19 

In addition, there are two public Governing Board Workshops scheduled in the coming weeks.  These are at the District Office in the 

TVUSD HRD Conference Room 2102 at 5pm on: 

January 29- TVUSD Budget Workshop & February 12- Governing Board Priorities Workshop 

* Public Comments are allowed for early in these agendas as well 

 

TVEA MEETINGS W/TVUSD AS WE ADVOCATE ON YOUR BEHALF 

TVEA is more involved than ever in helping to shape TVUSD policy as we coordinate meetings 

with the District to advocate on your behalf.  

TVEA Hosts Informational Meetings on Medical Bridge Retirement Benefit 

TVEA hosted the first two of three informational meetings for those considering retirement this year or in near 

future years on January 16thand January 23rd.  The purpose of these meetings is to learn about the Medical 

Bridge Benefit in Article 7.5 of the TVEA/TVUSD Collective Bargaining Agreement.  These are drop in meetings 

for small group and individual consultation.  The meetings are conducted by Debbie Jones and the TVUSD Risk 

Management staff, with a TVEA representative will be on hand to consult with as well. There will be a final opportunity to get this  

information on Wednesday February 6th,  also at TVEA from 300-500.  Note that any member who qualifies and wishes to claim the 

Medical Bridge Benefit must complete retirement paperwork by February 15th with the retirement effective at the end of the given 

school year.  

Bargaining Subcommittee Work Prepares Critical Topics for Negotiating Table 

Over the last several months, TVEA has met with the District in Bargaining Subcommittees.  These subcommittees provide an  

environment in which TVEA and TVUSD representatives meet in smaller groups to study issues which may be negotiated in future full 

group bargaining sessions.  One such subcommittee was the Voluntary Transfer MOU group, which led to a recent one-year  

extension for December 2018-December 2019 for the agreement signed in fall 2017.   

More recently the sides have met in relation to exploring how to incorporate a small number of  Career Technical Education (CTE)  

Instructors into our TVUSD/TVEA salary schedules.  These are a handful of folks with industry sector experience currently employed 

through the County of Riverside.  Bargaining Chair Brian Balaris and Ad Hoc Budget Committee Member Chris Meglio represent 

TVEA here.   

The other subcommittee which has been active has been the Athletic Coaches Stipend Subcommittee.  The committee was formed in 

response adjustments agreed to in the Stipend Schedule last June.  The goal of the committee is to create criteria to utilize if there are 

future adjustments to athletic stipends in the future. High School Athletic Directors and Head Coaches were surveyed on a variety of 

topics including:  How many paid District positions in one’s program as compared to number of participants, number of sanctioned 

contests, and how many of these contests were evening and/or weekend events.  This data was shared and discussed November 

28th. The TVEA group for this subcommittee is Bargaining Member Lowena Manzano, TVEA President Jeff Kingsberg, and Brian  

Balaris.  This group will meet with the District again Thursday February 7th. 

TVEA Implements Meet and Confer “Pilot” for Spring 2019 with TVUSD 

Ensuring that we have an ongoing voice with key District personnel, TVEA will participate in two “Meet and Confer” Sessions with 

TVUSD this Spring.  These meetings go beyond the monthly TVEA President and TVUSD Superintendent meetings and will provide 

for broader discussion on pre-selected topics.  Two or three District cabinet members or directors as well as TVEA Executive Board 

will be invited to the meet and confer sessions based on the topics, interest, and expertise.    

The Meet and Confer Sessions are scheduled for Monday February 4 at TVUSD and Monday April 29 at TVEA.  We hope to utilize 

this model as a way to bring timely and  salient issues forward for collaboration and problem-solving. 



 

STAFF AND STUDENT SAFETY EMERGING AS COMMON  

CONCERN AND TVEA ORGANZING ISSUE 

Staff and Student Safety has become an issue that TVEA has shared concerns with the 

District recently in a variety of ways.  In TVUSD and other school districts across Southern 

California, more students are exhibiting aggressive and sometimes violent behavior toward 

staff, students, and school property.  This is occurring at a much greater frequency and at 

younger age, according to our veteran elementary teachers.  

A group of twenty-five elementary teachers attended the November 13th TVUSD Governing Board Meeting with concerns about two 

major issues, Safety and Time.  Renee Vacco of Vintage Hills Elementary addressed the board about Safety in Public Comments as 

did TVEA President Jeff Kingsberg.  Thirty to thirty-five elementary teachers attended the next board meeting December 11 with six 

elementary teachers addressing student and staff safety in public comments:  Linda Grossi (RHES), Andrea Johnson (FVES), Chris 

Jones (VHES), Pam Moore (RHES), Kathleen Papadopolous (PVES), and Karie Shorack (VHES). 

On Monday December 10th, our local CTA staff members from the Murrieta Regional Resource Center- Karen Bost, Brian Eldridge, 

and Kate Phillips conducted a training on Staff Safety and Teacher Rights which twenty-nine TVEA members attended.   

TVEA Members Attend Training Session Conducted by CTA at TVEA Office.   

Professional Development and Trainings are a TVEA Members-Only Benefit! 

 

Education Codes were shared on such California state codes as School Safety Plans, Teacher Rights Related to Violent or Disruptive 

Students, Teacher Rights to Notify Law Enforcement, and Teacher Rights to Suspend (From their classroom).  TVEA intends to inform 

and educate our members going forward about their legal rights and responsibilities.   

 

TVEA has utilized the Grievance process to bring forward Safety Concerns as well.  On November 1st, TVEA filed a grievance on an 

omission in the Collective Bargaining Agreement for Article 24.3, since the mentioned District Safety Committee has not been in  

existence.  The same day, TVEA received a formal letter from the District inviting us to name three (3) members to this committee 

proportionally represented by TVEA, CSEA, and Site Administrators.  TVEA  named Mike Brewer (LES), Steve Campos (VRMS), and 

Erin Rabe (TES) as our Safety Committee  members.  The first meeting was November 14 and other meetings for 2018-19 will be 

January 23, March 6, April 17, and May 29th.   

 

At the closed session of the December 11th Governing Board Meeting, Lauren Davis (DMS) presented a Level IV Grievance appealing 

to the Governing Board suggesting that a lack of blinds on numerous DMS classroom windows violated a “safe and healthful  

workplace for staff under Article 24.1  Lauren shared that the DMS staff handbook directs teachers to “close drapes” in the event of a 

lockdown for obvious safety reasons.  Despite this, the Governing Board denied the grievance by a vote of 3-2 with newly sworn in 

board members Barbara Brosch and Adam Skumawitz dissenting in favor of TVEA.  



 
 TVEA EVENTS:  NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER 

TVEA Participant in City of Temecula Holiday Parade for 4th Year in a Row: 

A group of TVEA members along with their family members, recognized students, and parents marched the City of 

Temecula Parade route to kick-off the holiday season on Friday November 30th. This event was once again coordi-

nated by Pauba Valley Elementary Teacher Melissa Young.  The TVEA group marched behind the TVEA banners and showed their holi-

day spirit with Santa Hats and Candy Cane Glow Sticks.  They passed out Holiday Children’s Books to young spectators along the pa-

rade route. This event provides visibility and recognition for our teachers and specialists and reminds the community of the integral role 

Temecula educators play in maintaining a high quality of opportunity for our youth. The parade gear and handouts were sponsored 

through a 2018-19 Community Engagement Grant TVEA received from our parent group, the California Teachers Association (CTA). 

TVEA Hosts Member Holiday Social at Killarney’s Temecula: 

TVEA hosted a Holiday Mixer for TVEA Members on Friday December 7th at Killarney’s in South Temecula.  Sixty (60) or so guests at-

tended the event.  It was a good chance to visit with colleagues and network across sites in a relaxing Irish-Pub atmosphere.  TVEA was 

able to provide appetizers and raffle prizes through our securing of a 2018-19 Member Engagement Grant from CTA.  We hope you will 

join us at our 3rd Annual Spring Social at Cougar Winery Friday May 3rd on the De Portola Wine Trail! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fall TVEA Professional Development Series Concludes on Positive and Successful Note: 

Under the leadership of Chaparral High School Teacher and TVEA Instruction and Professional Development 

Committee Chair Kristan Morales, TVEA concluded a successful 2018 Fall Professional Development Series.  

These free workshops, held at the TVEA Office from 415-530 are conducted by a cadre of our own teachers 

who have expertise and training to share in a particular area.  Sessions included: “Google Earth” by Michele 

Osinski, “Techy Math Flow” by Kristan Morales, and Breakout EDU by Susan Myers.  These sessions offer a 

relaxed learning atmosphere to learn new skills and hone old ones!  All sessions are facilitated by a TVEA 

member volunteering their services.  Our Spring 2019 Series begins next week, January 30th with a series of 6 

sessions running through May 1st. Check out the new sessions on our website and RSVP for one of our next 

classes!  



 

TVUSD FUTURE LEADERSHIP SURVEY -SUMMARY RESULTS 

As shared in the November 2018 Advocate, we offered a survey to membership in October to provide feedback in relation to “Future TVEA 

Leadership”.  The survey results were e-mailed to the current five TVUSD Governing Board members upon our return to school earlier this 

month.  363 Members participated in the Survey. 

• When asked about whether TVUSD should conduct an internal versus an external search for the next Superintendent, nearly two-thirds 

(65%) believe BOTH internal and external candidates should be included.  Twenty-one percent (21%) favored solely an external 

search, while less than one in ten respondents (9%) supported internal only.  Six percent reported “No Preference”. 

• In terms of Years of “Superintendent Experience” our membership has a strong preference for someone with a wealth of  

Superintendent experience to lead TVUSD in the future.  Only one in five (20%) believe “No Previous Experience is Needed, with a 

strong plurality (48%) favoring “Six Years or More Experience” and nearly another third (32%) suggesting ‘One to Five Years of  

Experience” is appropriate. 

• In evaluating factors which would be essential for the next Superintendent to consider members rated the descriptions as “Extremely 

Important” in the following descending order:  Supporting Staff (72%), Fiscal Responsibility ( 67%), Professionalism- Seeking and  

Utilizing Feedback to Grow ( 57%), Education Environment- Facilities and Safety (55%), Student Involvement and Connections ( 37%), 

Family and Community Relations ( 31%), and Curriculum and Instruction (29%). 

• When asked about ranking seven different types of Background and Experience, the top three areas (Scored as a Top Two of Seven) 

were 1) Classroom Experience as a Teacher/Specialist (54%), 2) Administrative School Site 

Experience (41%) and Business and  

Finance (25%)  

Finally, one factor not as important to respondents was Educational Level.  While one-third (33%) 

believed a Doctoral Degree was critical, Forty-One percent (41%) cited No Preference, and  

Twenty-six percent reported a Masters’ Degree only. 

 

In terms of the comments section the following were commonly desired characteristics desired in 

the next TVUSD Superintendent:  

Demonstrates Integrity/Sincerity, Approachable/Personable, Empathy, Honest, Visible at School Sites, Dynamic/Innovative, 

Creative/ “Outside of Box” Thinker, Transparent, Proactive, Intelligent, Administrative “Talent Seeker”, Open Minded, “Servant 

Leadership”, Accountable, Determination and Perseverance, Non-Complacent, Unifier, Values Equity and Understands  

Diversity, Values and Supports Teachers Across all Grade Levels and Sites. 

TVEA BARGAINING CONDUCTS MEMBER SURVEY PREVIOUS TO OPENING 2019-20  

NEGOTIATIONS W TVUSD 

TVEA asked members last month to weigh in on Bargaining interests for the upcoming school year.  Six Hundred and Thirty -Five (635) 

members participated.  TVEA and TVUSD have several negotiations sessions on the calendar with the first scheduled for January 25th. 

Regarding Article Seven Compensation and Benefits, participants were asked to rank order eight various costs/adjustments to the Salary 

Schedule.  Not surprisingly, on an eight- point scale a Salary Schedule Increase (7.14) and Medical Benefits Contribution Increase (6.15) 

were the top two priorities.  The third interest which emerged from member feedback is a Step 28 to the Salary Schedule (5.67).  This 

scored significantly higher than Adding a Longevity Step to Column E (3.27).  A one-time off schedule bonus, while always welcome only 

received moderate support as a fourth preference (4.25) 

The survey sought to gather feedback on the placement of Special Education (SPED) students and determine how many SPED and other 

special needs students were clustered in a single setting.  On the issue of placing SPED students a strong majority (59%) prefer distributing 

students with IEP’s and 504’s equitably among classes each year as opposed to 41% who prefer reducing the total number of clusters by 

increasing their size and rotating the groups to all teachers from year to year.  When asked about the number of SPED students in their 

largest cluster, more than half (52%) stated 1-6. Yet when asked about how many“tagged” students, including EL and GATE in their largest 

cluster, the 1-6 category was reduced to 27% with another 22% in the 7-9 range and 26% jumping to the highest answer of 15 or more.  

In terms of Elementary Physical Education, 182 elementary teachers who are responsible for documenting 200 minutes of PE instruction 

every ten school days stated “Time” (4.66) and Supplies/Equipment (3.13) were their biggest challenges (Scored on a five- point Scale).  



 

 

BARGAINING SURVEY Continued. Safety Concerns were evaluated by 627 members.  Concerns were split into three large areas with a 

ordered ranking on a three point scale.  Facility Upgrades Securing Safety from Intruders scored 2.19 and Staff Support and Training for  

Student Aggression was right there at 2.09.  These choices had 39% of respondents rank their selection #1 with Sanitation Issues behind 

with 22% ranked #1. 

Other common interests which emerged from the member comments section at the conclusion of the survey included:   Counselor  

Caseloads, Coaching/Co-Curricular Stipends, EL Documentation Demands, Secondary English Grading Time Recognition, Department 

Chair/Grade Level Leader Stipends for Middle/Elementary School, Elementary SPED Case Management, Equal Prep Time for Instructional 

Levels, Limiting/Ending the Practice of Staff Meetings, Speech and Language Pathologist Compensation and Caseloads, Loosening of  

Medical Bridge Qualifications, SDC Caseloads/Caps 

 

TVEA ASSISTS IN ESTABLISHING SOUTHWEST RIVERSIDE COUNTY CTA 

INSTITUTE FOR TEACHING “THINK TANK” 

Under the Leadership of TVEA Instruction and Professional Development Committee Chair Kristan Morales 

(CHS) and former TVEA President and Retired Director of the CTA Institute for Teaching Dick Gale, TVEA 

hosted an inaugural Southwest Riverside County Think Tank on November 13th.  

Such Think Tanks have developed in other regions as a vehicle for “Teacher-Driven Change”.  The CTA Institute for Teaching (IFT) believes 

that our union can be a union for positive change in the 21st century and those in the classroom know our students and how to build off their 

strengths. The premise is that for change to be sustainable it must come from the classroom level and work its way up.  The seven factors 

considered in the IFT Think Tank model (as well as project grants they offer CTA members each year) are:  Student- Centered, Student  

Relations, Future Oriented, Results Oriented, School- Wide Relations, and School-Family Relations.   

The first meeting included thirteen attendees, with most of them from TVEA yet the Think Tank  is committed to include members from other 

local associations including Perris Secondary and Vista Teachers Association.   The group utilized the first session to brainstorm topics of 

interest.  These included:  Technology, Differentiation, Collaboration, Grades, School to Work, Professional Development, Future Teachers, 

Equity, and Community.   

The group will meet again during the school day from at the TVEA Office on Friday February 1st to learn more about the Strength- Based 

Approach to seeking student success and start to develop one or more initiatives.  

TVEA OVATION! MEMBER RECOGNITION PROGRAM ROLLS INTO 4TH SEMESTER 

TVEA will soon be taking nominations to recognize members who are considered to standout in one or more areas 

such as Community Contributions, Professionalism, Overcoming Obstacles, Leadership, Support, and “Going the 

Extra Mile”. 

The Spring 2018 Nomination period will be from Monday February 4th to Thursday February 14th through a TVEA website link sent in a  

member e-mail blast.  The TVEA Member Engagement Committee will review the nominations and select recipients to be presented their 

recognitions at a site staff meeting in late February or in March before Spring Break.   Recipients get a TVEA coffee mug filled with a gift 

card, candy, and school supplies.  Nominees not selected get a congratulations letter from TVEA.  Both groups receive a colorful TVEA  

OVATION! nomination certificate suitable for framing. In the first three semesters of the program, TVEA has presented thirty -six (36)  

OVATION! awards at twenty-one (21) of the  twenty-eight (28) TVUSD sites. TVEA OVATION! is considered a model program across our 

four county CTA region as it celebrates through peer recognition the too infrequently recognized outstanding work our members do.   

Make a difference and nominate a deserving colleague in this upcoming nomination period! 



 
TVEA MEMBERS CAN SUPPORT OUR COMMUNITY PARTNERS VIA PAYROLL DEDUCTION  

Two of the organizations TVEA works closely with in the community may be assisted with voluntary deductions through employee payroll.  

The Temecula Education Foundation (TEF) and Temecula Dollars for Scholars (TDFS) have had positive impact on our schools and  

students over a period of several years. 

TEF has been instrumental in providing curriculum grants to our own teachers to make learning more relevant for TVUSD students.  They 

promote teacher-driven innovative learning in areas such as Visual and Performing Arts (VAPA) and Science, Technology, Engineering, 

and Mathematics (STEM).  TEF has provided resources to promote pilot elementary band and strings programs.  At the secondary level, 

TEF has provided accelerated learning opportunities for high school students by funding high school summer school courses beyond the 

remediation provided by the state.  TEF will host their 9th annual “Taste of the Valley” event at Temecula City Hall in Old Town April 26 and 

27 2019 to support the above causes. 

Temecula Dollars for Scholars (TDFS) has supported graduating seniors and their families in the 

Temecula Valley since 1989.  TVEA has annually contributed up to twelve $250.00 scholarships for 

graduating dependents of TVEA members in support of TDFS.  TDFS would like to be able to provide 

scholarships to all TVUSD graduating seniors who meet grade point average and other criteria and your 

extra contribution can assist in this. 

In order to provide payroll authorization for a monthly donation for Temecula Education Foundation 

and/or Temecula Dollars for Scholars please visit our website to download the form. 

Every contribution even small can make a difference.  At $1.00 a month ($12.00) yearly, 250 

TVEA member donations to one of these outstanding organizations would raise $3000.00 toward 

increasing both student and teacher opportunities for excellence. 

 

TVEA LCAP CONSULT COMMITTEE OFF TO A FAST START IN 2019 

The TVEA LCAP Committee is working on members and students’ behalf as we begin 2019.  The committee met on Thursday January 10th 

and participated in the first of two TVEA-TVUSD Consultation Sessions on the 2019-20 LCAP on January 16th.  

LCAP is the acronym for Local Control Accountability Plan, which contains the District actions and services for the use of supplemental 

dollars in the Local Control Funding Formula. The concept is that local stakeholders including teachers, parents, and students provide input 

on the best use of these funds which will be an estimated twelve to thirteen million dollars in 2019-20.   

The TVEA Committee is led by Co-Chair Julianne Dickinson (GOHS) and TVEA Vice-President Edgar Diaz (GMS).  Additional committee 

members are:  Jolene Buxbaum (Elementary PE Specialist), Steve Campos (VRMS) Maria Castillo (GOHS), Lauren Davis (DMS), Jeff 

Kingsberg (TVEA), Kathleen Papadopolous (PVES), Jennifer Skumawitz (GOHS), and Brenda White (Elementary VAPA Specialist). 

The group consulted with TVUSD over discussion in three major areas: 

• LCAP Positions and Services:  There is a greater need for additional PE and VAPA teachers to provide students learning opportunities 

while teachers utilize time to plan and reflect. The middle schools need assistance in generating data support to provide the monitoring 

and intervention specialists are charged with providing. In addition, at the high schools Social Emotional Learning Professionals and 

LCAP Counselors need to be at their sites on a full-time basis to make a difference. 

• PBIS and Classroom Safety:  TVEA brought forward there is need for a balanced approach with training and professional development 

which does not negate disciplinary consequences.  There is also a 

need in the upper grades for students to receive counseling services 

as part of the PBIS model. 

• Site Discretionary Funds:  TVEA supports the continuing use of Site 

Discretionary Funds to provide TVUSD LCAP Actions and Services. 

There is a need for additional communication and education about 

these funds and assurance that staff is involved in determining their 

best use.  

The TVEA LCAP Consult Committee is planning to survey membership in 

February about LCAP priorities and needs to substantiate our initial posi-

tions and include other areas of member concern.  The team will host a 

second consult with TVUSD on April 17 at TVEA. 

 



 
TVEA “HOUSE” MEETINGS PROVIDE INSTRUCTIONAL AREA DISCUSSIONS AND POTENTIAL 

FOR ISSUE ORGANIZING 

TVEA is in its second year of bringing together Site Leaders, Bargaining Representatives, and Interested Members to review issues which 

pertain to each instructional area which is represented on the TVEA Executive Board. 

Recently, both High School and Elementary levels have held such “House Meetings” following the lead of Middle School and Spec ial  

Education Professionals earlier this fall. 

High School met on December 4th and the meeting was conducted by High School Area Representative Chris Meglio (GOHS).  One of the 

issues discussed was the ratio of IEP and 504 students in general education classrooms.  This along with teacher assignment of these and 

other student clusters was discussed.  These issues were fanned out for further input in the December TVEA Bargaining Survey.  Another 

topic shared was the concern of one high school site in that teachers are being placed in the disciplinary steps with a “Verbal Warning”  

before being made explicitly aware of the performance standard with a formal or informal exchange with site administration.  TVEA  

President Jeff Kingsberg will continue to discuss this concern with both Superintendent Ritter and HRD.   

The Elementary group which had met in late October saw grass roots advocacy occur at the November 13 and December 11 school board 

meetings with 25-35 elementary teachers attending each meeting. In addition, multiple speakers participated in the Public Comments  

session at both events.  The themes of “Time” and “Safety” have developed traction as elementary advocacy issues. 

On January 7th, upon return from Winter Break the elementary group met once again.  They discussed progress in creating awareness of 

these concerns and the fact that Deputy Superintendent Jodi Mc Clay reportedly has scheduled lunch visits to all elementary sites to  

conduct a listening tour to hear concerns.  The group developed consensus that it was in our members interest to continue to be visible at 

meetings and communicate with the board 

directly as desired.  With two board meetings in 

both February and March, along with two  

public meeting workshops January 29th and 

February 12th there are ample opportunities for 

members to share their concerns over Time 

and Safety.  

TVEA ELECTIONS FOR 2019  NEA REPRESENTATIVE DELEGATE ARE UNDER WAY 

The NEA Representative Assembly (RA) will be held this year from Tuesday July 2nd to Monday July 8 in Houston, Texas.  It is the largest 

democratic deliberative assembly at over 8,000 delegates and an experience not to be missed. TVEA hopes our members will consider 

participating and giving TVEA a voice in the National Education Association policy making body.  

CTA is conducting the election for NEA Representative Assembly State Delegate and January 31, 2019, is the deadline to submit the  

official Declaration of Candidacy form for the 2019 NEA convention in Houston. Service Center Councils will began accepting state  

delegate Declaration of Candidacy forms on Jan. 3, 2019. Each candidate filing a declaration form will receive an acknowledgment of  

receipt.  

TVEA will be holding an election for NEA Representative Assembly Local Delegate during the week of February 25-27th.  TVEA will fund 

up to two positions representing our local association. Local Declarations of Candidacy must be received at the TVEA office no later than 

5:00 on February 4, 2019 (Postmarked date not accepted).  The campaigning period will run from February 8th - February 20th with voting 

from February 25-27th. Results will be announced on March 1st.  Declaration forms can be found on 

the TVEA website. 

LOCAL DELEGATE ELECTION TIMELINE: 

January 22- February 4th:  Declaration of Candidacy 

February 7: Acknowledgement of Declarations of Candidacy 

February 25-27 Electronic Voting through Members Outside Provided E-Mail 

February 28:  TVEA Elections Committee Verifies Electronic and Any Mail Ballots 

March 1: Announcement of Results to Membership 
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EXECUTIVE BOARD 

TVEA Officers 

Jeff Kingsberg, President  

Edgar Diaz, GMS, Vice President 

Mike Wassan, Treasurer  

Amy Eytchison, Secretary 

Area Representatives 

Chris Meglio (GOHS) HS  

Kim Evans (GMS), MS 

Anastasia Bortcosh (JES) ES 

       Karre Shorack (VHES) ES 

Melissa Gibson (TVHS) PS 

CTA State Council  

Alan Underwood 

Steve Campos 

Raul Miranda 

NEA State Delegate 

Dawn Murray-Sibby  

 

Committee Chairs 

Brian Balaris (TVAS) Bargaining  

Lynn Breen (LES)  Insurance 

Kerri Bodemer (TES),  

Belisa Guerrero (TES) Membership  

Engagement 

Lowena Manzano (CHS)  

Adhoc Budget 

Chris Jones (VHES) & Traci Pawlak 

(VHES) Elections 

Bill Moyer (CHS) PAC 

Kim Evans (GMS) Grievance 

Marcia Varner (FVES) Retirement 

Kristan Morales (CHS) IPD 
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TVEA WINS DUAL 2017-18 CTA COMMUNICATIONS AWARDS 

Long recognized as a local association who communicates effectively with our members, TVEA has been 

announced as a recipient in two of the six CTA Communications Awards categories.  

The TVEA website, tveducators.org which is managed by CTA Office Manager Lisa Sisco won the category 

of Digital Media for the third year in a row. 

Our Spring 2018 Special Member Communications series titled “Membership Matters” won its category as 

well for the second year in a row. TVEA published three color flyers it developed through our Member  

Engagement team for the months of February, March, and April.  The purpose was to inform members 

about the benefits of being a united and committed group of educators.  In May, we developed a  

PowerPoint on the potential impacts of the Janus case 

which was presented at several sites and made  

available to site leaders. We believe this Special Mem-

ber Communication project had a significant impact on 

the results of our successful Commitment Campaign.  

We are proud to once again be recognized by CTA as 

we make a conscious ongoing effort to effectively  

communicate with members! 

TVEA UTILIZES CRISIS ASSISTANCE FUND FOR VICTIMS OF CALIFORNIA 

WILDFIRES 

On November 29th the TVEA Executive Board unanimously approved to designate our budgeted amount of 

$1000.00 for “Crisis Assistance” to the CTA Disaster Relief Fund in relation to the California Wildfires.  Both 

the Northern California communities of Butte County such as Paradise and the Malibu areas were ravaged 

by wildfires in November.  The TVEA Executive Board believed that directing the monies to the CTA  

disaster relief fund would maximize the support over a Go Fund Me account for those who lost their schools 

and/or homes.  For good measure the TVEA Leadership Council was asked for their consent the following 

week at their December 6th meeting and approved the crisis 

donation as well.   

It is nice to be able to assist our fellow educators and  

families who have faced hardships we never hope to  

encounter.  Our strength of membership provided this  

support as at 1350 members, each TVEA member was re-

sponsible for $.74 of their dues contributing.    

2019 MEMBERSHIP UPDATE 

TVEA has made a strong effort to participate in New Member Orientations and speak with new employees 

about the benefits of being part of a united body of educators.  We have eighty-eight (88) New Members 

who have joined in 2018-19, and 1354 members total.  We will continue to reach out to New Members. One 

example of this is we will be inviting New Members to a “Wine and 

Cheese” Roundtable at the TVEA Office Tuesday April 30th from 

330-500pm.  This will be a chance to share reflections on the 2018

-19 school year and share with us how we can assist in 2019-

2020.  

Despite the Janus Supreme Court Ruling last June, which sought 

to debilitate public employee unions, we in Temecula are TVEA 

Strong! 

 


